Electroencephalography (EEG) is one of the fields in clinical neurophysiology, which is a recording of the electrical activity of the brain from the scalp. One of the major roles of EEG is as an aid to diagnose epilepsy. Abnormal patterns such as spikes, sharp waves and, spikes and wave complexes can be seen. It is important to extract spatial information about the dynamics from a few observations of this recorded signal regardless where EEG sensors are located. A developed method by Theoretical & Computational Modelling for Complex System (TCM), UTM, namely Flat EEG for mapping high dimensional signal into a low dimensional space will be used as platforms to analyse EEG signal spatially during epileptic seizure. The spatial interactions among clusters are identified through spatial interaction model, namely gravity model. This paper also reveals that gravity model used is a measure.
INTRODUCTION
Epilepsy is the second most common neurological disorder, affecting 1% of world population [1] . Sanei and Chambers (2007) defined epilepsy as a sudden and recurrent brain malfunction and a disease that reflects an excessive and hypersynchronous activity of the neurons within the brain [2] . The paper indicated that it is the most prevalent brain disorder among adults and children, second only to stroke. In this case the seizures may occur randomly and they impair the normal function of the brain. There are many treatments that can be applied on epilepsy. Pharmacological is the most important treatment among all today, followed by surgical treatments. However, a successful surgical treatment of focus epilepsies has a major requirement, which is exact localization of the epileptic focus and its delineation from functionally relevant areas. Electroencephalogram (EEG) is a recording of the electrical activity of the brain from the scalp. It plays an important diagnostic role in epilepsy and provides supporting evidence of a seizure disorder as well as assisting with classification of seizures and epilepsy syndromes. In epilepsy there is a miniature brainstorm of certain groups of brain cells that can lead to convulsions. This virtual explosion of electricity can be detected on an EEG used subsequently by neurologists to locate where damaged brain tissue lies. That's why EEG remains the most useful and cost effective modality for the study of epilepsy.
Most traditional epilepsy analysis methods, based on the EEG, are focused on the detection and classification of epilepsy seizures, among which the best method of analysis is still the visual inspection of EEG by a highly skilled electroencephalographers or neurophysiologist [2] . This paper is organized into four sections. In the next section provides some literature review on Flat EEG, measure and spatial interaction. In section 3, the construction and definition of our model is carried out. We prove the intended model is a measure and the implementation of the model is presented. Finally, we draw some conclusions in the last section of this paper.
LITERATURE REVIEW

Flat EEG
In 2007, Fauziah worked on the method of producing 'Flat EEG' where these signals can be compressed and analysed [3] . It is a new method for mapping high dimensional signal, namely EEG into a low dimensional space. Fauziah's EEG coordinate system (Fig. 1a) is defined as x, y, z , e : x, y, z, e ∈ and x y z r where r is the radius of a patient head. is the first component of FTTM [4] . Both and MC were designed and proven as 2-manifolds [5] .
Meanwhile S is designed to be a one to one function as well as being conformal. Details of proofs contain in [3] . The EEG signal during seizure as Figure 2 can be compressed to Figure 3 
Measure
The given following definitions are primarily used in the proving that our intended model is a measure. Definition 1 (Ring) [7] : A ring is a nonempty set R together with two binary operations (usually denoted as addition (+) and multiplication) such that: (1) , is an abelian group; (2) for all , , ∈ (associative multiplication); (3) and (left and right distributive laws).
Definition 2 (Ring of sets) [8] : A family of sets is called a ring if ∈ and ∈ implies:
Note that since a ring of sets can be an empty set. Some authors define a ring of sets to be a non-empty set with second condition above replaced by:
Definition 3 (Measure) [8] : A measure is a set function whose domain of definition is a ring , such that :
If is an increasing sequence in whose union is also in , then .
Spatial Interaction
According to Kingsley and Fotheringham [9] , spatial interaction is a broad term encompassing any movement over space that results from a human process. However it can be extend to more than human process, which is involving flow of attribute among two spatial data, for example in our case will be the flow of potential differences among clusters. Among interaction models, the gravity model is the most widely used type of interaction model [9] .
Gravity Model
Gravity model is a model that been applied in international trade flow since 1940's [10] . It is a mathematical formulation which utilizes the gravitational force concept, where the Newton's Law of Universal Gravitation states that two body attract each other proportionally to the product of each body's mass divided by the square of the distance between their respective center of gravity.
, 0, meanwhile gravity model is similar with it, which is resultant interaction index between two location is proportionally to the product of attributes of the location and inversely proportional to the distance among the two location.
However exponents λ, α and β are introduced into the model in order to allow for other situations where other variables, aside from the P , P and affect the resultant interaction index [11] . , 0.
After being introduced by Tinbergen [12] , the gravity model was considered to be a useful physical analogy with fortunate empirical validity. Nowaday the model is widely used as an analogy to explain the volume of trade, capital flows, and migration among the countries of the world and widely used to analyse and forecast spatial interaction patterns [11] .
RESULTS & DISCUSSION
Measure Construction
We introduce some definitions in regards to our works.
Definition 4 (cluster center):
Let be the set of all the cluster center at time t, i.e.:
c , c , c , … , c ; where m number of cluster center at time t. Each cluster carries the position of a flat EEG ( EEG) and electrical potential, which means that c x , y , v ; where v electrical potential of the cluster center j . Let ℙ be the entire pixels of fEEG, thus x, y , v|x, y, v ∈ ℙ where ℙ p , p , p , … , p such that p x , y , or in short: ⊂ ℙ.
Definition 5 (Interaction model): The interaction model is defined by:
, 0.
such that = interaction between cluster and cluster. = Euclid distance between cluster center and . , = electrical potential of cluster and respectively. , = potential to generate movement and potential to attract movement respectively. It will be the fuzzy membership (in crisp form) of cluster and . = distance decay parameter. = rate characteristic. It will be Einstein's constant, which is 1.87 10 . ii For any ∈ , we know that \ , which is proper subsets of , and thus ∈ .
By De Morgan's law, ∩ ∪ . But and also in since \ and \ are proper subset of .
Thus is a ring (of sets). Thus is a measure.
Implementation
A sample of flat-EEG data obtained from [3] is used ( Figure 4 )( Table 1 ). The membership value of every cluster center is equal to 1 at t=5 and the distance decay parameter is also assumed as 1. Note that we did not include those overlapped cluster since the interaction index will be 0. Also since the spatial interaction index is scalar, the reverse interaction of clusters will not be listed out. The result is presented in Table 2 and Figure 5 to show the relation among distance and spatial interaction index.
From the Figure 5 , it shows that the spatial interaction index is increasing in distance from 4.0592 to 4.6758. however it's start to decrease from 4.6758 until 5.6340. After that it become increasing and decrease by turns and hit the maximum spatial interaction index at 8.4817. 
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CONCLUSION
In this paper the gravity model used is proven as a measure. An analysis of cluster centers of an epileptic patient who experienced 10-second seizure was made and at t=5 was chosen as a sample and application of spatial gravity model was applied and analysed.
